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Abstract: Pedestrians are increasingly exposed to slow-onset disasters (SLODs), such as air pollution
and increasing temperatures in urban built environments (BEs). Pedestrians also face risks that
arise from the combination of the BE features, the effects of SLODs on the microclimate, their own
characteristics (e.g., health and ability), and the way they move and behave in indoor and outdoor
BE areas. Thus, the effectiveness of sustainable risk-mitigation solutions for the health of the exposed
pedestrians should be defined by considering the overlapping of such factors in critical operational
scenarios in which such emergency conditions can appear. This work provides an innovative method
to define a BE-oriented pedestrian risk index through a dynamic meso-scale approach that considers
the daily variation of risk conditions. The method is ensured by a quick-to-apply approach, which
also takes advantage of open-source repositories and tools to collect and manage input data, without
the need for time-consuming in situ surveys. The resulting risk conditions are represented through
meso-scale maps, which highlight the risk differences between BEs by focusing on their open spaces
as fundamental parts of the urban road network. The method is applied to a significant case study (in
Milan, Italy). The results demonstrate the ability of the approach to identify key input scenarios for
risk assessment and mapping. The proposed methodology can: (1) provide insights for simulation
activities in critical BE conditions, thanks to the identification of critical daily conditions for each
of the factors and for single and multiple risks and (2) support the development of design and
regeneration strategies in SLOD-prone urban BEs, as well as the identification of priority areas in the
urban BE.

Keywords: risk assessment; pedestrian behaviour; climate change; urban heat island; air pollution

1. Introduction

Pedestrians are increasingly exposed to the risks of slow-onset disasters (SLODs)
such as air pollution and increasing temperatures while living in and moving around
cities, and their perception is significantly influenced by the configuration of the urban
built environment (BE) [1]. Urban landscapes are not formed by the individual landscape
elements that make up the street; instead, they are formed by the mutual connections
of multiple elements. For example, trees and green spaces, low building layouts, the
aesthetic facades of streets and buildings, and open spaces function together to amplify the
attractiveness of the space [2,3].

Urban areas, and therefore pedestrians, are particularly vulnerable to exposure to
pollutants, as the urban form alters the microclimate and air quality [4], discouraging
people from walking in cities and exposing them to risks depending on their individual
characteristics (for example, age, health, ability). The condition is aggravated by the fact
that pollutant sources are mainly concentrated in urbanized areas, such as vehicular traffic,
industrial activities, heating systems, and commercial areas [3,5]. High pollutant emissions
can cause severe damage to human health [6–8], and variations of its concentration levels
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below the urban canopy could indicate the existence of specific, local, and contemporaneous
anthropogenic sources that may be threatening the outdoor environmental quality.

Furthermore, cities are affected by the well-known phenomenon of the urban heat
island (UHI) [9,10] due to their morphological peculiarities, land surface cover and us-
age, and lack of greenery. High UHI values compromise citizens’ everyday commuting,
open-air activities, and well-being in general [5]. Moreover, air pollution and increasing
temperatures have been recognized by numerous studies as the most relevant SLODs
because of the great impact they have on people’s health and on BEs in the medium and
long term [5,11,12]. In addition, they have a considerable correlation with other SLODs
(e.g., glacial retreat, ocean acidification) [13].

Thus, investigating factors that influence behavioural responses, pedestrians’ health
and awareness of SLODs (social vulnerability and exposure) at the urban level is a paramount
target for research and practices devoted to sustainable and resilient urban BE design and
regeneration (physical vulnerability) [3,14].

1.1. Pedestrian and the Meso-Scale Level in SLODs: Roads Network

Roads networks are paramount components influencing the effect of SLODs, essen-
tially because they organize the whole urban form, influencing pedestrian activities and
behaviours (including walking) [14–18]. Road networks are the set of areas and paths for
public use intended for the circulation of pedestrians and vehicles, characterized by differ-
ent levels of connection and specific types of transport, and are crucial in the management,
development, and growth of cities [14,17,19]. In these areas and paths, people live, work,
and interact, thus playing a fundamental role in the public life of cities and communities.

According to previous classification approaches [20], the road network is composed of
two main open spaces:

• Areal Spaces (ASs): e.g., squares. These are spaces that express the habitat of the city,
as well as places to meet and aggregate. From the urban point of view, the square can
be defined as a free space, partially or fully surrounded by buildings. The shape, the
location, the function, and the aesthetic expression of the square historically follows
urban evolution, in which the main functions of a place of passage, place of utility, or
place of stay can be combined or entirely grouped together. The importance of the
square further increases as an urban space if it includes civil or religious buildings that
are part of a city’s monumental heritage.

• Linear Spaces (LSs): Spaces of public use, identifiable as roads and streets, including
those connecting ASs. They are often the most vital public spaces in cities.

Hence, a meso-scale approach to SLOD risk assessment, from the pedestrian per-
spective, can provide quick insights on the matter by defining common conditions for
each of the elements comprising the road network (where pedestrians can be exposed
while moving in Bes). The same approach has been commonly applied to other kinds of
disasters, supporting a rapid analysis of risk by focusing on “hot-spots” in the whole urban
fabric [21,22].

1.2. SLODs Risk from the Pedestrian Perspective

Research on SLODs has steered towards a deep examination of the BE, its features, and
the way it adapts to weather variations and the behaviours of its population; additionally,
the BE analyses consider the context and the temporal scale to provide evidence. These can
be structured to fit and shape the unified concept of risk, which results from integrating
hazard, exposure, and vulnerability [3,5,23,24].

The hazard would be determined by estimating the intensity of environmental forces re-
sulting from the combination of the site contaminants and the environmental context [18,20,25].
Given the overall context regarding impacts on pedestrians and their tasks in the urban
BE, the main SLODs hazards identified in this study are increasing temperature and air
pollution. According to previous approaches [11,26], data collection of the main hazard
conditions arising from air pollution and increasing temperature in the BE is made using
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indexes such as the universal thermal climate index (UTCI) [27] and the air quality index
(AQI) [28]. These can be used in a simplified manner, which requires rather commonly
surveyed parameters to estimate the pedestrian’s sensation of their surroundings.

Differently, exposure is focused on human presence (e.g., the total number of people,
overcrowding probability) [29], which essentially changes over time and space depending
on urban BE use in indoor and outdoor areas [11,29,30].

Meanwhile, vulnerability is related to the expected microclimates generated from the
BE features (physical vulnerability) and their potential effects on the population immersed
in it, based on their susceptibility (social vulnerability) [29]. Thus, physical vulnerability
is linked to the geometric and physical characteristics of the BE that condition the local
microclimate and is evaluated by distinguishing between the two SLODs taken into consid-
eration (increasing temperature and air pollution) [3,5,9,10]. Instead, social vulnerability
involves people and their sensitivity to events that may affect their health (deserving
further studies), which is fundamental to the assessment of vulnerability [6,23,29,31–33].
According to the literature, different issues define social vulnerability as the result of social,
economic, political, and cultural variables such as level of education, employment status,
and income.

As pointed out by previous works in the context of SLODs [23], different groups
of people (and so of pedestrians) depending on their social vulnerability can be classi-
fied according to the ability of their bodies to assimilate, balance and recover from the
effects of increasing temperature and air pollution. This assumption considers the di-
rect correlation between the exposed pedestrians and their sensitivity towards the risk
source [2,3,6,18,31–33], which may vary depending on age groups (e.g., children, young
people, adults, elderly) and health complications (e.g., respiratory, cardiac, or other patholo-
gies). Such groups can be defined as [23]:

• Babies (0–5 years): their organs are still developing, and their immune system is
not yet accustomed to certain critical conditions in the outdoor environment. In
addition, paediatric diseases can easily become worse when babies are exposed to
high temperatures and pollutants.

• Young people (6–18 years): the effects of SLODs are lower than those of babies due to
their growth, but prolonged exposure to these conditions could still result in perma-
nent damage.

• Elderly (+65): their vulnerability is essentially determined by their lifestyle. However,
most of those people are less able to adapt to the stressful conditions in the environ-
ment. Prolonged exposure to specific hazards could increase the risk of death [34,35].

• Frail health: this group includes individuals with a particular health condition that
may endanger them when they are exposed to certain hazards [36]. In particular,
fragilities related to SLODs are: respiratory (e.g., asthma and allergies), cardiovascular
and metabolic (diabetes) diseases and syndromes.

• Adults: this group can be assumed to include any other pedestrians not in the
previous categories.

Previous works [5,13,23,24,37,38] have developed methods to analyse and recognize
exposure, vulnerability and risk to SLODs in urban environments. However, the risk
assessment of SLODs is a multivariable problem that can be investigated by deconstructing
it according to the type of hazards involved and their interaction with exposed users and
the BE.

The use of risk matrices has been proposed and studied by researchers and institutions
to label, compare and acknowledge the risk of a certain situation, or a combination of
settings [39,40]. In this sense, the risk matrix approach (RMA) [23,40–42] is one of the most
interesting ones for real urban BE applications, mainly because: (1) it is robust and can be
used with respect to a diverse range of risk assessments scopes and goals, and (2) it is a
quick-to apply an approach that integrates, quantitative analysis (from large databases)
and qualitative assessment (from experience and knowledge).
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1.3. How to Improve Pedestrian SLODs Risk Assessment?

The main gaps in previous works concern the management of the relevant vari-
ables. Studies on the assessment of SLODs [5,37] and related risks through open-source
approaches are based on the collection and processing of data from territorially fixed
survey stations and do not consider local variations due to the different morphology of
BE. This is crucial in considering the differences between different ASs and LSs, that is,
physical vulnerability. Furthermore, the characterisation of the geometric and morpho-
logical layout of the road (dimensions of the roadway, presence of pavements and bike
paths, etc.) [5,14,43], of green infrastructure (rows of trees, hedges, parks, etc.) [44–46], and
traffic levels [17,24,36,47] has a strong impact on determining the effects of SLODs on
pedestrian behaviour and habits, as well as their health as a fundamental component of the
social vulnerability.

Previous studies [11,48] have represented the daily variations of the risk conditions,
but less has been done in the management of risk data and overall conditions for ASs and
LSs composing the real-world roads network. In this sense, the development of quick
methods able to dynamically manage and represent (i.e., through maps) is one of the
recommended steps to support stakeholders and decision makers to assess “hotspots” in
the urban BE due to SLODs risks. Using a spatio-temporal approach could allow a direct
comparison between: (1) the levels of vulnerability and exposure over space and time for
each of the SLODs, thus identifying their variation and most critical conditions, and (2) the
single SLODs risk that can coexist and be overlapped in the urban BE, thus moving toward
a multi-risk perspective. Furthermore, this spatial representation allows decision-makers to
map the single and multi-risk and identify the presence of target (i.e., sensitive) buildings in
terms of vulnerability and crowding. Finally, focusing on ASs and LSs ensures pursuing a
pedestrian-oriented standpoint on SLODs risk as well as a quick-to-apply approach relying
on the effective meso-scale components of the urban BE [2,14,17].

1.4. Work Aims

In view of the above, this work is aimed at defining an innovative quick-to-apply
method to define a BE-oriented pedestrians’ risk index through dynamic maps that consider
the daily variation of risk conditions of typical working days, for each BE element (LS or
AS). The method pursues a single-risk or multi-risk approach at the meso-scale level. It
first assesses each SLOD individually and then combines them into a single index.

This method uses open-source tools to collect and process the input data, without the
need for on-site inspections and costly in situ surveys, by integrating existing tools and
parameters to allow a more accurate pedestrian-oriented characterization of risk factors
and outcoming single to multi-risk. Factors related to social vulnerability and exposure are
managed by defining typological conditions for outdoor and indoor area uses. Building
use classes have been innovatively defined through this work to support these analyses,
based on the type of intended use and the pedestrians who use the space. Other pedestrian-
related factors (i.e., the effects of traffic levels) are also being managed in innovative ways.
Collected data concerning hazard, vulnerability and exposure are then combined according
to a matrix-based approach through an hour-based assessment and by considering the
urban form, both in single and multi-risk perspectives.

The proposed method is applied to a significant urban BE context to demonstrate its
capabilities. In specific, Italy, in particular, its northern area (Piedmont, Lombardy and
Veneto regions), is recognized as one of the most critical areas of central Europe in terms
of exposure to SLODs risk for more or less long periods and have been labelled on the
emergency events database (EM-DAT) [49] as a country affected by extreme temperatures.
In addition, the world health organization (WHO) has recorded average annual concen-
trations of particulate matter (PM 2.5) beyond health limits for the metropolitan city of
Milan [50,51]. Therefore, the method is thus applied to some LSs (i.e., urban canyons) and
an AS (i.e., a square) in Milan, Italy. These elements of the road network are used for both
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vehicles and pedestrians. The SLODs risk in Milan is also aggravated by being one of the
most densely populated cities in Italy, hosting about 1 million people [52].

2. Phases, Materials and Methods

This work is organized in three phases, following the general workflow presented in
Figure 1:

• Physical vulnerability assessment depending on the BE geometric and morphological char-
acteristics and on its hazards. Open-source data collection tools are used to this
end (Section 2.1). This phase defines two physical vulnerability indexes Pv, one for
increasing temperature and one for air pollution, both organized in 5 classes in an
RMA-based approach.

• Exposure and social vulnerability assessment depending, respectively, on the intended
uses of buildings and open spaces in the BE, and on the groups of pedestrians (by
age, by health fragilities) who can attend the B, (Section 2.2). This phase defines an
exposure index E and a social vulnerability index Sv, both organized into 5 classes in
the RMA-based approach.

• Overall risk matrix assessment by first combining Pv, E and Sv for each risk by itself, and
then in a combined manner. Related meso-scale maps are also provided (Section 2.3).

Figure 1. General operational framework representation for the definition of risk indexes, including
references to the related methodological sections.

The proposed method takes advantage of vulnerability and exposure assessment
techniques based on previous works [11,23,37], improving and adapting them to allow
a faster and more effective assessment of BE as discussed in the following. All the work
phases consider that the data collection is carried out mainly through open-source tools,
preferable for the easy availability and applicability and however reliable for the adopted
scale of observation. Both PvH values are unique for each AS/LS assessed, using the
meso-scale approach [2,14,17], but they vary on an hourly basis based on some of their
related factors.

Finally, the methodology is then applied to representative case studies in the city of
Milan (Section 2.4).

2.1. Physical Vulnerability Assessment

The physical vulnerability assessment Pv relies on the collection and organization of
the geometric and morphological characteristics of the BE [2,3,7,20,39] and hazard data,
relating to the main sources of physical and physiological stress for pedestrians in the
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urban BE (increasing temperature and air pollution) [2,3,7,20,39]. The process consists of
two phases.

The first step concerns the application of the existing methods to collect morphological
data on the BE [44], i.e., the main sizes of each LS and AS and the relationships between
them (height/width ratio); the configuration of built fronts in terms of their symmetry and
of the presence and quantity of nodes and connections on LSs and ASs (synthetically called
permeability), so as to additionally identify the limits of each open space; the morphological
structure in terms of geographical orientation of the LSs and Ass; and of the density of the
urban form, that is, an index of the urban development of a certain area. The parameters
described above can be collected through open-source tools such as Google Maps [53],
which incorporates a measurement tool, and Google Street View, to deliver an overview of
the BE.

The second step innovatively integrates this methodology by providing additional
details in the following parameters:

• Road layout, defining the dimensions and function of features that characterize
them, such as traffic dividers, vehicle lanes (trams, buses, etc.), sidewalks and bike
paths [2,14,19,20,43]. Such kinds of data can be collected from the satellite maps of
Google maps, using the special measurement tool provided on the website.

• The presence and type of green infrastructure (linear or areal), as it absorbs air pol-
lutants, mitigates wind effects, and attenuates temperature rise and the intensity
perceived by people [2,20,45]. The same sources for road design are used to collect
these data.

• Reliable traffic levels [17], according to traffic data provided by online maps (Google
Maps and OpenStreetMap) [53,54] provided by an existing methodology [47]. This
method overcomes the problem of the accuracy of the simulations because it is based
on direct observations of reality. The first step is the collection of data by observing
Google Maps traffic maps at hourly intervals from Monday to Friday, considering the
“Typical traffic" option that provides average traffic levels from 06:00 to 23:00. The
period from 23:00 to 06:00 (not covered by Google Maps surveys) was regarded as
homogeneous and corresponding to the lowest level of traffic recorded during the
day. This simplification was considered acceptable because of the low level of traffic
during the night-time and the absence of people on the road. Then, to allow a more
accurate assessment, the road types were defined according to their importance in
the urban network and the main geometric characteristics, using the same sources
of the road layout parameters. Each road type can be correlated to the service range
per lane, defined as the number of vehicles equivalent to the hour and therefore the
total service range, as prescribed by the Highway Code, issued by the Italian Ministry
of Infrastructure and Transport [55]. The final step is the recognition of the overall
traffic model defined as the level of comfort (LoC) for drivers and represented in
Table 1. Numerical values (0.2–1.2) were assigned to each level to allow a quantitative
assessment in terms of the number of equivalent vehicles passing through the unit
of journeys in one hour. This classification was made based on the six LOS (levels
of services) defined by the highway capacity manual (HCM 1985-2022) [56], which
evaluates the amount of traffic flows that will be able to travel the infrastructure under
analysis, defined according to a pejorative scale from A to F to which comfort levels are
assigned (remarkable-not perceived). For each open space detected, a single weekly
profile is defined, taking into account the worst combination of those observed in
working days. The approach provides a qualitative representation of traffic models on
an hourly scale.

According to previous approaches [26,37], data on the main hazard conditions for air
pollution and increasing temperature in the BE can be represented by indexes such as the
universal thermal climate index (UTCI) [27] and the air quality index (AQI) [28]. They can
also be used in a simplified manner, which requires rather commonly surveyed parameters
to estimate the pedestrian’s sensation of their surroundings.
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Table 1. Levels of comfort (LoC). Classification of traffic conditions about the level of congestion of
traffic, according to HCM guidelines.

Code Description Level of
Comfort Factor

A
Drivers do not suffer interference at their own
gear, they have high possibilities of choosing

the desired speeds (free).
Remarkable 0.2

B

The higher density compared to that of level A
begins to be felt by drivers who suffer slight

conditioning to the freedom of manoeuvre and
the maintenance of the desired speeds.

Discreet 0.4

C

The freedom of travel of individual vehicles is
significantly affected by mutual interference

that limits the choice of speeds and manoeuvres
within the current.

Modest 0.6

D

It is characterized by high density but still by
the stability of outflow; speed and freedom of
manoeuvre are strongly conditioned; modest

demand increases can create problems with the
regularity of travel.

Low 0.8

E

The average speeds of the individual vehicles
are low (about half of those of level A) and

almost uniform; there is practically no
possibility of manoeuvring within the current;
the motion is unstable since small increases in

demand or small disturbances (slowdowns, for
example) can no longer be easily reabsorbed by
speed decreases and thus triggers congestion.

Very Low 1.0

F

The flow is forced: this condition occurs when
the traffic demand exceeds the disposal capacity

of the useful road section for which there are
queues of increasing length, very low runoff

speeds, and frequent stops of motion.

Unrecognize 1.2

To obtain a more realistic representation of the case studies, it is necessary to identify
the sensors closest to each other and the studied area and collect, store and process data for
at least one year of observation (including the period of interest) and then derive hourly
profiles (for 24 h).

For increasing temperature, UTCI was assumed to be an indirect measure of the
average surrounding intrinsic surface albedo material property, as it modifies the way solar
radiation is distributed in the canyon, hence perceived temperature. In fact, UTCI defines
the thermal comfort level of an environment through the combination of air temperature
(◦C), average radiant temperature (◦C), wind speed (m/s) and relative humidity (%) or
vapour pressure (hPa). Once the data from the closest sensors are obtained, UTCI is
calculated using the method provided by the American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) [57] and the Universal Thermal Climate Index guidelines.

Likewise, AQI is easily estimated from data collected at air quality monitoring stations.
The method is based on the suggested and current pollutant concentration in air of the main
pollutants related to health effects: PM10 and PM2.5_respirable dust (<10 µm and <2.5 µm),
NO2_nitrogen dioxide, O3_ozone, SO2_sulphur dioxide. The calculation method and
the healthy concentration limits for exposed pedestrians follow those established by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [58].

The physical vulnerability is then evaluated as a differentiated response of the BE to the
SLODs. Increasing temperature and air pollution are, hence, first considered individually.
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Table 2 shows the parameters considered in the physical vulnerability assessment,
including their description and association with the values for calculating Pv, considering
both increasing temperature and air pollution. A level of impact on the decrease in the
severity is assigned to each of the physical vulnerability parameters, relying on a quick
(range-based or descriptive) approach, by providing 4 levels moving from the best scenario
condition to the worst one: High (H), Medium (A), Low (L), and None (N).

Table 2. Summary of the criterion adopted for the assessment of the levels of physical vulnerability,
keeping the increasing temperature and air pollution separate.

Parameter Description Impact on the Decrease in Severity
Levels Impact on Pv

Increasing Temperature

Green Cover
Includes the presence, type and
effect of Green Infrastructures in

the BE [46,59,60].

H: areal or linear green (mitigating and
adaptive effect)

A: linear green, direct shade on the road,
especially on sidewalks (local effect)

L: green areas, parks or green areas that do
not have a direct effect on the road (shade)
but still have a mitigating function (well on
the scale of the neighbourhoods, less on the

local scale of the canyon)
N: no type of green infrastructures present

The presence of green impacts
the hourly variation of
physical vulnerability,

especially in the daytime.
Therefore, it is further

integrated concerning the
newly defined combination.

Albedo

The UTCI index [27] is used to
assess the link between the

external environment and human
comfort [61].

H: comfort (until 26◦)
A: moderate stress (27–31◦)

L: strong stress (>32◦)

This parameter is the
dominant variable in the Pv

assessment.

height/width
ratio

The main dimensional ratios of
the open spaces of the BE

(geometry and morphological
structure) are calculated, and then
the temperature change and the

orientation of the dominant
direction of wind flow are

assessed [62,63].

H: height/width ≈ 1
A: height/width < 1
L: height/width ≥ 2

This parameter defines the
intermediate conditions of risk

to be subdivided into three
homogeneous subcategories.

Air Pollution

Traffic

Levels of traffic (Section 2.1) are
detected in the various streets of

the open spaces considered,
taking as reference the worst daily

combination among those
observed (working week)

[24,36,47,64].

H: LoC REMARKABLE (code A)
A: LoC DISCREET (code B)
L: LoC MODEST (code C)

N: LoC LOW or more (code D, E, F)

This parameter is the
dominant variable in the Pv

assessment.

Elements that
capture

pollutants

The density, spacing and position
(in rows or parks) of the trees are

evaluated. The presence of
hedges, as a barrier between the
road to the sidewalk [8,35,38].

H: hedges, trees with little thick crowns
and well-spaced so as not to hinder wind
flows (more pronounced effect in regular

space, less in deep canyons)
A: trees (same as “H”)

L: trees with dense foliage or lack of green

The elements that capture
pollutants, in particular the

presence of green
infrastructure, play an

important action mitigating
the pollution produced by

traffic. Therefore, it is further
integrated concerning the

defined combination.
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Table 2. Cont.

Parameter Description Impact on the Decrease in Severity
Levels Impact on Pv

Morphology
and wind

speed

The relationship between
morphology and orientation of
open spaces (LS and AS) with

wind direction. To assess whether
the conditions are favourable or

unfavourable to the dispersion of
pollutants [7,24,65].

H: high buildings alternating with open
spaces, parallel wind

A: reduction in open spaces and lower
buildings (continuous fronts)

L: 45◦ wind or perpendicular to the
dominant direction of the open spaces

This parameter defines the
intermediate conditions of risk

to be subdivided into three
homogeneous subcategories.

The combination of the aforementioned parameters defines a certain level for the
physical vulnerability index Pv related to the specific SLOD to consider, that is, PvH for
increasing temperature and PvP for air pollution. As for the impact on the decrease in
severity levels in Table 2, Pv is a non-dimensional value and is classified according to
five classes of impact: I—Negligible; II—Low; III—Medium; IV—High; V—Extreme. The
higher the impact level of impact of each parameter or any combination thereof, the lower
the Pv. Each level is assigned a risk multiplier, ranging from 1 to 5, and assuming a discrete
value. In addition, levels II to IV are subdivided into three homogeneous subcategories to
delineate intermediate risk conditions (approximation interval equal to 0.33). Levels I and
V are assigned a single score to apply a conservative approach to risk analysis for boundary
conditions and related uncertainty effects.

The vulnerability assessment concerning the increasing temperature is mainly related
to the structures, elements and specific materials characterizing the BE that affect the expo-
sure of pedestrians to thermal stress [46,59,61,62]: green cover; albedo; and height/width
ratio. The main combinations and related vulnerability classes are set out in Table 3. In
particular, the presence of green infrastructure is a particularly influential parameter in the
assessment of physical vulnerability, as it significantly affects the effects of both SLODs.
Therefore, it can increase or decrease PvH values by 1 or 2 classes depending on its impact
on the severity level, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Main combinations of vulnerabilities (depending on the parameter impact on the decrease in
the severity levels as in Table 2) about the increasing temperature and associated multiplication factor
for the PvH for risk assessment in RMA. If the case analysed is not among the common combinations,
please refer to the following conditions: a—green cover = N increases PvH by 2 classes; b—green
cover = L increases PvH by 1 class; c—green cover = H decreases PvH by 1 class.

Physical Vulnerability
PvH Classes for

Increasing Temperature

Common Combination of [Green
Cover; Albedo; Height/Width Ratio]

Risk Multiplier
for PvH

Negligible I [H; H; H] a,b or [H; H; A] a,b

or [H; H; L] a,b 1.00

Low II
[H; A; H] a,b

[H; A; A] a,b

[H; A; L] a,b

2.00
2.33
2.66

Medium III
[A; L; H] a,c

[A; L; A] a,c

[A; L; L] a,c

3.00
3.33
3.66

High IV
[L; L; H] c

[L; L; A] c

[L; L; L] c

4.00
4.33
4.66

Extreme V [N; L; H] c or [N; L; A] c or [N; L; L] c 5.00

The vulnerability assessment, linked to air quality, depends mainly on the presence
of air pollutants from various sources in the BE and in the neighbouring areas and the
conditions governing its dissemination [5,7,24,38,47,64,66]: traffic; elements that capture
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pollutants (especially green infrastructure); morphology and wind speed. As for green
cover in PvH assessment, the elements that capture pollutants influence the final PvP
assessment. Table 4 hence shows PvP classes according to the main combination of air
pollution parameters by additionally considering that elements that capture pollutants can
decrease or increase PvP values by 1 class depending on their impact on the severity levels.

Table 4. Possible combinations of vulnerabilities (depending on the parameter impact on the decrease
in the severity levels as in Table 2) about air pollution with associated multiplication factor (PvP)
for risk assessment in RMA. If the case analysed is not among the common combinations, please
refer to the following conditions: a—elements that capture pollutants = L increases PvH by 1 class;
b—elements that capture pollutants = H decrease PvH by 1 class.

Physical Vulnerability
PvP Classes for

Air Pollution

Common Combination of
[Traffic; Elements that Capture

Pollutants; Morphology and Wind Speed]

Risk Multiplier
for PvP

Negligible I [H; H; H] a or [H; H; A] a or [H; H; L] a 1.00

Low II
[A; A; H] a

[A; A; A] a

[A; A; L] a

2.00
2.33
2.66

Medium III
[L; L; H] b

[L; L; A] b

[L; L; L] b

3.00
3.33
3.66

High IV
[N; L; H] b

[N; L; A] b

[N; L; L] b

4.00
4.33
4.66

Extreme V [N; L; H] b or [N; L; A] b or [N; L; L] b 5.00

The PvH and PvP hourly profiles are then organized to show the value changes over
time for each BE.

2.2. Exposure and Social Vulnerability Assessment

The second phase of work allows the evaluation of exposure E and the social vul-
nerability Sv in the BE separately. According to [11], E can conservatively rely on the
identification of critical conditions in the number of possible pedestrians hosted in the
BE, which refers to the evaluation of peaks in exposure. Then, the characterization of the
age group and the analysis of frail health (mainly related to sensitive buildings) allow the
completion of the Sv assessment. Then, the following steps are used to quantify the number
of pedestrians potentially exposed to SLODs and their vulnerability in time and space:

• Identifying the use classes to be assigned to the buildings and the open spaces in the BE: six use
classes have been identified based on the use of the buildings and the categories of
users attending these spaces. Buildings and urban spaces are grouped into improved
homogeneous categories (from A to F), as shown in Table 5. Each category is defined
according to the type of space, the open spaces or buildings, and the attractiveness
and comfort of the urban space. Given the context of the case study (see Section 2.4),
this work adopts local regulations (L.R. n. 12, 11 March 2005), which reflect the general
intended uses of the BE. This assumption is suitable for assessments on the entire
Italian territory but remains valid even for case studies outside the national borders
sharing similarly intended use typologies and BE use features since the classification
has also been based on definitions from previous research all over the World [67–72].

• The detection of the use classes (Table 5) of buildings and open spaces in the BE and their
spatio-temporal features: where available, GIS tools could support and facilitate the
labelling process. Google Maps can also provide data primarily on facilities open to
the public and on production (i.e., offices, schools, hospitals, homeless centres, theatres,
factories). In addition, for each public facility and commercial activity, this tool offers
additional information, such as its name, address, and opening times. In this work,
this analysis was conducted on working days to hypothesize the flow of pedestrians in
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terms of residents (moving out from the area) and regular visitors or workers (moving
into the area).

Table 5. Use classes categories representing a classification of the potential social vulnerability due to
intended use of the space as defined by L.R. n.12, 11 March 2005, including examples, definition and
related references, and operational codes for the case study application.

Category Examples Definition and References Code

sensitive Schools, nursing homes, social welfare
facilities, hospitals, etc.

Buildings characterized by social- or
healthcare-intended uses imply the concentration of
sensitive users due to their age or health fragilities

[6,72]. The position of these places in the BE implies
a local increase in vulnerability as frail health are
more susceptible to increasing temperature and

climate change [67,68].

A

commercial Shops, bars, restaurants, etc.

Particularly attractive urban spaces/buildings
thanks to the activities that can be carried out and

the opportunity to meet people [69].
The fact that such buildings are often air-conditioned

makes them strategic for sensitive users [70,73].

B1

culture/
services

Universities, places of worship, culture
and entertainment (churches, cinemas,

theatres, museums, etc.), social services,
sports services (gyms, sports centres),
transport services (railway stations,

airports, etc.)

B2

business Banks, insurance, research centres,
private offices, professional studios, etc.

Buildings for public use and open to the public. The
management activities (offices) and of service to

companies and persons offering specialized services
(professional offices, specialized clinics, sector shops,
etc.). The ideal density of people is less than that of
commercial activities, and there are mainly workers.

C

production
Factories, local businesses, couriers,
warehouses, construction sites, labs,

workshops, etc.

Buildings mainly hosting private activities and, in
any case, reserved for authorized occupants. D

residential Homes, colleges, monasteries, hotels, etc.

The position of the houses in the urban context and
the construction characteristics are dominant in the
exposure [67]. The guests are mainly residents or
people who spend a lot of time in these spaces.

E

open spaces Parks, squares, avenues, etc.

Open spaces are strongly influenced by weather,
seasons, morphology and surface conditions. The
intended uses of these spaces may vary on certain

days of the week or seasons and change the
crowding [71]:

1—Presence of events (markets, concerts, special
events, etc.)

2—Everyday use

F

• Estimating the maximum admissible occupancy in terms of the number of people (pp), for
buildings and open spaces in the BE: the geometrical characteristics of the adjacent
buildings and open spaces intended were detected to determine the maximum number
of pedestrians in the BE. In this sense, this work conservatively assumes that each user
in the BE can be a potential pedestrian, thus being exposed to SLODs outdoors. BE
users can be distinguished into indoor users, which are calculated as described below,
and outdoor users, calculated by the method described in the next point. The occupant
load factors (pp/m2) of the Fire Prevention Code (D.M. 3 August 2015) are employed
to calculate the number of people in the building according to a quick approach to
exposure assessment, since it varies depending on the use classes, as also suggested by
conservative approaches of previous works [11]. Table 6 provides a brief overview of
occupant load factors for outdoor areas, based on their typology. The total area of each
building/open space is calculated using the Google Maps measurement tool (which
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allows calculating the areas directly on the map) and multiplied by the corresponding
occupant load factor to obtain the maximum admissible occupancy.

• Assessing the additional crowding level of outdoor spaces: levels of services (LOSs) [3,74]
are used to describe the presence of outdoor users, in particular, pedestrians using
walking areas in the outdoor spaces, according to Section 2.1 analysis of the road
layout [3,74]. Thus, this analysis attempts to include the additional burden in terms of
people exposed as a result of walking activities that are not directly related to the use
classes hosted within the evaluated BE. LOS A [75] (Table 6) is considered a reference
for pedestrian areas to account for a standard area in which pedestrians can move
freely without being restricted or influenced by others.

Table 6. Quick occupant load factor for outdoor areas used in this work, depending on their intended use.

Intended Use of
Open Spaces Description Quick Occupant

Load Factor

Carriageway Areas implying exclusive use of vehicles. 0.0 pp/m2

Pedestrian Areas

Areas for exclusively pedestrian use assumed
considering a low level of crowding in ordinary

conditions (LOS A), during daylight hours. Users
of these areas are considered “external users only”.

0.1 pp/m2

Dehor Generally related to outdoor areas of
bars and restaurants. 0.1 pp/m2

• Estimating the temporal variations of people exposed in the BE: the temporal variation
of exposure is obtained considering the opening times of activities hosted in pub-
lic buildings and open spaces described in Table 5 and the habits of the residents,
according to the general rules of previous works [11]. The hourly values are then
normalized for the maximum total value during the day, calculated between 0 and
1. In this way, these normalized values can also be used to directly compare the
exposure profiles of the different LS or AS analysed. Then, pedestrian exposure E
classes are divided into 5 classes, depending on the normalized value ranges, as rep-
resented in Table 7, thus assuming the same Pv number of classes for homogeneity
purposes in the next RMA-based assessment tasks. It is worth emphasizing that this
approach follows a conservative standpoint, in which we can assume that all the
people hosted in the BE could potentially walk outside during each given daytime,
thus being “potential” pedestrians.

Table 7. Pedestrian exposure E classes depend on the range of normalized exposure value, and the
related risk multipliers for RMA tasks.

Pedestrian
Exposure E Classes Range of Normalized Exposure Risk Multiplier for E

I lower or equal than 0.2 1.00
II 0.2 (excluded) to 0.4 (include) 2.00
III 0.4 (excluded) to 0.6 (included) 3.00
IV 0.6 (excluded) to 0.8 (included) 4.00
V 0.8 (excluded) to 1.00 (included) 5.00

• Assessing the social vulnerability in the BE: according to Section 1.2 literature overview,
people are divided into 5 categories according to their age, habits and health conditions.
Population census data, which are be available online for the given area [11], are used
to quickly assess the distribution of people depending on their age, thus calculating
their number in respect of the total number of pedestrians in the BE (see above). The
social vulnerability based on such demographic groups is firstly associated with the
exposure values by providing each of them a weight (w) based on their susceptibility
to such hazard according to Equation (1), thus improving previous methods [11]:
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Svg = expb × wb + expy × wy + expe × we + expad × wad (1)

where expb is meant to have the normalized exposure of babies; expy is the normalized
exposure of young people; expe is the normalized exposure of the elderly; expad is the
normalized exposure of adults; wb is the weight associated with babies’ vulnerability; wy is
the weight associated with young people’s vulnerability; we is the weight associated with
the elderly population’s vulnerability; wad is the weight associated with adults’ vulnerability.
To calculate the weights of Equation (1), the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was used [76].
The AHP is commonly used to objectively determine if the significance criteria assumed
between different factors can be considered valid in relation to the consistency ratio. When
this ratio is lower than 10%, the proposed weights are considered acceptable. The criteria
for the assessment of social vulnerability are those outlined in Section 1 and summarized
above. This assessment does not consider the category “frail health”, as it does not directly
depend on the age of the users, but on the presence of particular buildings, recognized as
sensitive buildings (A in Table 5).

The general vulnerability profiles, obtained as a result of the weighted combination of
such pedestrian categories according to Equation (1) and to the AHP results, are organized
into five classes of social vulnerability with increasing intensity, as summarized in Table 8.

Table 8. Social vulnerability Sv classes depend on the values of social vulnerability intensity and the
related risk multipliers for RMA tasks.

Social Vulnerability
Sv Classes

Range of Social Vulnerability
Intensity

Risk Multiplier
for Sv

Negligible I 0 (included) to 0.25 (excluded) 1.00
Low II 0.25 (included) to 0.50 (excluded) 2.00

Medium III 0.5 (included) to 0.75 (excluded) 3.00
High IV 0.75 (included) to 1.00 (excluded) 4.00

Extreme V 1.00 5.00

Finally, the presence of people in frail health is treated with caution. Sv is hence firstly
calculated according to Equation (1), but then the presence of at least one sensitive building
in the considered BE determines an additional increase of 1 class for levels I to IV since it is
considered a risk-increasing condition (thus without needing a detailed assessment of the
hosted users).

Due to the dynamic perspective in risk assessment and exposure/social vulnerability
data collection and management, it is worth underlying that the social vulnerability varies
over space (i.e., at the mesoscale level, so for each analysed AS and LS) and time depending
on the presence of pedestrians in each assessed BE. Thus, the hourly profiles of E and Sv
are then organized to show the variations in the value over time, for each BE.

2.3. Overall Risk Matrix Assessment

Physical vulnerability, exposure and social vulnerability are combined using an RMA
approach to obtain a variable risk index that varies throughout the day. The risk of
increasing temperature and air pollution are first assessed separately (single risk) and then
by combining the two SLODs (multi-risk).

Single and multi-risk assessments are performed using the general conceptual rep-
resentation in Figure 2, which follows a three-dimensional approach as it follows the
definition of Equations (2)–(4). Physical vulnerability Pv classes have been organized from
left to right in accordance with Section 2.1 and increased pedestrian impacts. The other two
3D axes focus instead on pedestrian-related issues, which are exposure E (in the conceptual
representation, laying on the same plane of Pv) and social vulnerability Sv (identifying each
plane in the 3D representation).
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Figure 2. Conceptual representation of the RMA assessment in single and multi-risk scenarios.
Cell values are calculated according to Equations (2)–(4), thus being correlated to a tridimensional
matrix scheme. Values for the combination of Pv, E and Sv belonging to class V are conservatively
approximated to 5. The colour bar for risks (bottom part) represents the principal calculated values
rounded up to the nearest 0.33 multiple, being homogeneous with the Pv classification ranges.

The single (RH for increasing temperature and RP for air pollution) and multi-risk
(Rmhz) values are calculated by multiplying the risk coefficients corresponding to each
parameter and by taking the cubic root of the result, as shown by Equations (2)–(4):

RH = 3
√
(PvH × E × Sv) (2)

RP = 3
√
(PvP × E × Sv) (3)

Rmhz =
3
√
((PvH × wH + PvP × wP)× E × Sv) (4)

where PvH is associated with the multiplier of physical vulnerability related to the in-
creasing temperature defined in Section 2.1 (Table 2); PvP is associated with the multiplier
of the physical vulnerability related to the air pollution defined in Section 2.1 (Table 3);
E is associated with the multiplier of exposure classes calculated in Section 2.2 (Table 7);
Sv is associated with the multiplier of the social vulnerability calculated in Section 2.2
(Table 8); wH is the weight related to the criticality of increasing temperature hazard; and
wP is the weight related to the critically air pollution hazard. wH and wP can be assumed
depending on specific assumptions on which SLODs can be more critical in the considered
scenario, as well as on the priority SLOD to be faced by the decision-makers. The cubic root
assumption has the main purpose of maintaining the final risk a number between 1 and 5,
thus according to the levels of the parameters involved.

Thus, the values of the risk index in Figure 2 are associated with a colour scale, from
minimal to extreme risk, into homogeneous colour classes rounded up to the nearest
0.33 multiple according to the Pv classes. This colour scale is used to represent risks using
a mixed space-time model based on urban maps. The representation was made assuming a
uniform distribution of the risk index for each open space examined (LS or AS). The maps
overlap the risk index classification to the position of sensitive buildings (use classes A),
since they are characterised by the potential presence of fragile people, and special buildings
(use classes B2), since they can locally increase the exposure by attracting large crowds.

The daily evolution of the risk scenarios was represented in the application case studies
by considering the following homogeneous conditions over time depending on common
pedestrian habits: morning (08:00–13:00), afternoon (14:00–19:00), evening (20:00–01:00),
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and night (02:00–07:00). For each of these, the peak risk scenario, the maximum value
computed using the risk matrix, was considered.

2.4. Presentation of the Case Study

Milan (Italy) is a representative case study to assess the contemporary phenomena
of increasing temperatures and air pollution hazards in a densely populated metropolis.
At the meso-scale, the neighbourhoods of Città Studi and Piazzale Loreto (Figure 3) are
considered in this work as areas of due to:

• Average concentration of sensitive population (over 65 and under 5) and a fair concen-
tration (highest in Città Studi) of schools and accommodation facilities for the elderly
and disabled.

• Heavy density of public transportation.
• Proximity to stations that allow one to monitor the trend of temperatures (5 weather

stations distributed on the territory of the municipality of Milan [77]) and stations for
air quality control (7 Air Quality Station [78]).

• Low level of risk-mitigation strategies implemented due to low green coverage and
high-level building density [79].

Città Studi is mainly characterized by different types of ASs and LSs, composing
different classes of urban canyons in terms of BE characterization given in Section 2.1.
Piazzale Loreto is an area under continuous evolution from the urban, economic and social
points of view, and it is a relevant intersection of roads of different importance and use
(mainly driveway use, with large sidewalks).

Figure 3. The case study area (Città Study on the right and Piazzale Loreto on the left) with the
identification of ARPA survey stations used to collect data on air pollution and increasing temperature.
The linear space (urban canyon) and the areal space (square) are: L1-via Pacini SO; L2-via Pacini NE;
L3-via Orcagna; L4-via Fossati; L5-via Zanoia; L6-via Ponzio; L7-via Teodosio; A1-piazzale Loreto.
Based on the GIS map freely available at geoportal of the municipality of Milan [80], elaborated by
the authors.
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The data collected from Google Maps [53] and the geoportal of the municipality of
Milan [80] include the identification and qualification of buildings and open spaces in the
BE, and the hourly variance of the presence of pedestrians depending on their intended
use and the traffic flow during the day. The collection campaign was carried out between
20 May 2021 and 14 June 2021. In this period, the city of Milan, like all of Italy, was subject
to restrictions regarding the crowding and opening hours of activities for reasons related to
the containment of the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic [81,82]. Although this situation
has affected the result as regards the presence of people in the evening and night, the
application of the proposed method could be considered valid to test the process, since all
the input data were collected to provide the risk index.

For the selected case studies, the environmental data were extracted by the regional
environmental monitoring agency ARPA [77,78], which freely shares its measurement
database of environmental monitoring, retrieving air quality data from the station of Pascal-
City Studies and meteorological data from the station in via Juvara, which are the stations
closest to the sites studied and equipped with the greatest number of sensors. The data
were collected for a period of at least one year (increasing temperature: 2020, air pollution:
2017–2020), while the daily profile was obtained by averaging for each of the 24 h that
make up a day.

3. Results

The application of the proposed method to the specific LSs and ASs in the Milan case
study is discussed above, in accordance with the methodological framework (compare
Figure 1). Table 9 shows the main characteristics of each LS and AS, as identified in the
urban layout of Figure 3, according to the related parameters shown in Tables 2 and 5.
Then, the results on hazard and physical vulnerability are resumed in Section 3.1, those on
exposure and social vulnerability and shown in Section 3.2, and the final risk indexes are
reported in Section 3.3.

Table 9. Synthesis of the main ASs and LSs characteristics considered through the criteria described
in Tables 2 and 5.

Case Study

Parameter Characteristic L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 A1

Green Cover

Type of green
infrastructure (areal)

Green park
and trees

Green park
and trees - - Green park

and trees
Green park
and trees

Green park
and trees

Green park
and hedges

Type of green
infrastructure (linear) Trees Trees - - - Trees - Trees

Height/width ratio 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.40 0.70 0.21

Morphological
Structure

Geographical
Orientation SO-NE SO-NE N-S N-S O-E N-S N-S -

Traffic
Type of road Two-way Two-way One-way One-way One-way One-way Two-way Both

LoC (max) D D D C C C C C

Elements that capture pollutants (trees
and hedges)

Deciduous
trees

Deciduous
trees - - Deciduous

trees
Deciduous

trees
Deciduous

trees Hedges

Use classes B1, B2, C, E B1, B2, C, E A, B2, E A, B2, E E, F A, B1, B2,
C, E, F

B1, B2,
C, D, E

B1, B2,
C, E, F

3.1. Hazard Estimation and Physical Vulnerability

The hourly thermal stress was estimated by defining the universal thermal comfort
index UTCI. According to Section 2.4, the case study analysis screened the week starting
from of 24 July until 1 August, which was identified as the most intense heat wave of
that year. As expected during the summer, the coincidence between these two SLODs
implies the need to consider the multi-risk scenario to evaluate the worst health situation
for pedestrians.

Considering the parameters affecting the physical vulnerability to increasing tem-
perature, it is worth noticing that, in the selected case studies, the presence of green
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infrastructure is almost exclusively limited to rows of trees along the streets, which provide
shade to pedestrians who populate the paths.

The influence of geometry and orientation is mainly associated with the beneficial
effect of the wind breeze, which, when parallel to the dominant dimension of open space,
can promote the dispersion of heat.

Among the LSs in the area, the optimal situation from this point of view occurs in
via Ponzio and via Teodosio, which have a low height/width ratio and wind parallel to
the dominant direction. Other LSs that have the same orientation, as Via Orcagna and Via
Fossati, cannot fully exploit the beneficial effects of the wind because they are too short and
compact, so the heat is not able to disperse. In these cases, the lack of green infrastructure
makes the situation even worse.

In terms of air pollution, the dominant parameter is the definition of everyday traffic,
measured in each BE. Again, the presence of elements that capture pollutants, particularly
green infrastructure, is assessed. In this case, according to the results, the main beneficial
effects are related to the presence of hedgerows. When placed between sidewalks and
roadways, they provide a barrier for the particles suspended at human height. This type of
element is, however, scarce in the selected case studies, while there are many trees, which
instead have beneficial effects on the improvement of air quality only if well-arranged and
with the foliage suitably spaced, so as not to prevent the dispersion of particles.

In view of the above, and as shown in Figure 4, the worst situation in terms of
physical vulnerability occurs for both SLODs in Piazzale Loreto, given: (1) no type of green
infrastructure; (2) geometry characterized from a very low height/width ratio, without
high and continuous fronts that do not favour the dispersion of heat and pollutants; and
(3) an increased negative impact due to high intensity of traffic. On the contrary, via
Teodosio and via Ponzio are the least vulnerable cases, thanks to: (1) the presence of well-
distributed rows of trees; (2) the orientation favourable to the direction of the dominant
wind (recorded by the meteorological station of Via Juvara); and (3) the configuration of
built fronts, interspersed with large open spaces. According to the quick approach in data
collection, such insights are rapidly and easily provided by a direct visualization of the BE
on Google Street View.

3.2. Exposure Peak and Social Vulnerability

The daily variation in exposure profiles is clearly linked to the lodger function of the
buildings in the assessed BEs. In the case of Città Studi, some built areas have predomi-
nantly residential uses. The profiles obtained in Figure 5a–c,g is generally characterized
by a higher number of people present early in the morning and in the evening. This trend
represents the possible movement of pedestrians going in and out, or visiting restaurants
and open bars in the area. Figure 5d–f shows a different trend in peak exposure profiles
because they refer to LSs characterized by the presence of large public buildings and
outdoor spaces that are open from morning to late afternoon. In this regard, subway and
train stations attract a great number of visitors and workers from early morning to late
afternoon. Similarly, other attractive intended uses imply significant exposure in the BEs.
In particular, via Pacini and via Teodosio are characterized by many shops, bars and
restaurants, and, due to this, they are almost always crowded (Figure 5a,b). For instance,
Piazzale Loreto (Figure 5h) is a mainly commercial/directional AS, but the presence of
large residential buildings implies high exposure throughout the day. On the contrary,
data concerning via Ponzio are mainly affected by the presence of university buildings
and of sensitive buildings, which compose most of the intended uses along the LS sides,
thus affecting peak conditions during the central time of the day, when such buildings
are open to the public.
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Figure 4. Hourly profiles of physical vulnerability to increasing temperature and air pollution for each
of the areas in Figure 3: (a) L1—via Pacini SO; (b) L2—via Pacini NE; (c) L3—via Orcagna; (d) L4—via
Fossati; (e) L5—via Zanoia; (f) L6—via Ponzio; (g) L7—via Teodosio; (h) A1—piazzale Loreto.
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Figure 5. Hourly profiles of exposure (in terms of normalized exposure) for each of the areas in
Figure 3: (a) L1—via Pacini SO; (b) L2—via Pacini NE; (c) L3—via Orcagna; (d) L4—via Fossati;
(e) L5—via Zanoia; (f) L6—via Ponzio; (g) L7—via Teodosio; (h) A1—piazzale Loreto.
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Concerning social vulnerability, data on the distribution of the population obtained by
the SISI [83] of the Municipality of Milan confirm the general trend toward the ageing of
the Italian population. The population of the districts of Città Studi and Piazzale Loreto
(Table 10) are 22% elderly, while children and young people are 16%.

Table 10. Population resident (date: 31 December 2020) in Milan, proportions by functional classes.
Source: SISI—Integrated Statistical System of the Municipality of Milan.

Functional Classes Target (Age) %

Babies 0–5 5%
Young People 6–18 11%

Adults 19–64 62%
Elderly 65+ 22%

Considering previous works outcomes as discussed in Section 1.2 [6,13,32–36,68], the
AHP-based assessment of social vulnerability described in Section 2.2 has been performed
according to the following assumptions: (1) the elderly and babies are more susceptible
than healthy adults when subjected to such conditions; (2) young people are less susceptible
to the effects of SLODs than babies, as their bodies are more developed and more resistant
to danger. Then, the AHP has been used to evaluate the reliability of literature criteria
in Section 1, and the following weights are retrieved and applied to Equation (1) for the
considered age classes:

• wb = 0.45
• wy = 0.20
• we = 0.31
• wad = 0.04

An acceptable consistency ratio equal to 2.5 < 10% was associated with these weights.
Figure 6 summarizes the social vulnerability profiles according to the AHP assessment,
and thus depending on the behavioural dynamics of pedestrians, which are based on the
exposure profiles and the age statistics in Table 7. The critical values of social vulnerability
profiles are concentrated in the central hours of the day, due to the contemporary presence
of residents and non-residents, which imply the peak conditions in the exposure profiles.
In BEs characterized by mainly residential use, as via Pacini, via Orcagna and via Teodosio,
social vulnerability reaches high values late in the evening and early in the morning,
confirming the trends in the exposure profiles. In the overall context of Figure 6, although
the elderly are associated with a lower vulnerability coefficient than babies (see we), they
have the greatest impact on Sv because of their number.

Considering the specific assessed BEs, Figure 6a,b shows high levels of vulnerability
throughout the day due to the constant presence of pedestrians for all 24 h, which depends
on the trends of related exposure profiles in Figure 5. Increasing values of vulnerability
are registered in the second part of the morning (e.g., from 11:00 to 14:00) and when babies
and young people are back from school and shops and public structures begin to open (i.e.,
from 15:00 to 17:00). In the late evening and at night, social vulnerability affects residents
almost exclusively, including adults returning to their homes.

Figure 6d–f shows important peaks in Sv between 08:00 and 17:00. This trend depends
on the presence of numerous public buildings that are open during the daytime. Some of
these public buildings are sensitive buildings (class A in Table 5) and therefore determine
an increase in Sv due to the expected presence of sensitive users (i.e., Faes school complex
in via Ponzio and via Fossati; the neurological institute ”Carlo Besta” and the national
cancer institute in via Ponzio).
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Figure 6. Vulnerability hourly profiles including the sensibility of the considered demographic
groups (babies, young people, elderly, adults and frail health) for each of the areas in Figure 3:
(a) L1—via Pacini SO; (b) L2—via Pacini NE; (c) L3—via Orcagna; (d) L4—via Fossati; (e) L5—via
Zanoia; (f) L6—via Ponzio; (g) L7—via Teodosio; (h) A1—piazzale Loreto.
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3.3. Risk Index

Figure 7 shows the single (Figure 7a for increasing temperature; Figure 7b for air
pollution) and multiple (Figure 7c) risk indexes for the areas of activity examined in this
work. In the multi-risk assessment, both SLODs were considered to have an equal impact
on pedestrian health, so that weights assigned to calculate the multi-risk analysis (see
Equation (4)) are, respectively:

• wH = 0.50
• wP = 0.50

From a general standpoint, from both single and multi-risk perspectives, the highest-
risk value is reported for central hours during the day, in which most residents present in
the studied area are elderly, babies and young people, and there are many non-residents of
different ages and sensitivities. However, the main differences and similarities between
increasing temperature and air pollution risks can be noted.

Figure 7a highlights that BEs characterized by the presence of green infrastructure
(i.e., trees) are generally characterized by a lower risk of increasing temperature, even if
they are heavily populated. In this sense, for instance, compare the conditions of via Pacini
with those of via Ponzio, in accordance with Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

In terms of air pollution, Figure 7b shows that the riskiest BEs are those where traffic
levels are particularly intense and where effective countermeasures are not available, such
as for Piazzale Loreto. In the LSs placed in Città Studi, the risk is almost homogeneous
because the main LSs (via Pacini, via Teodosio, via Ponzio) are crossed by rows of trees that
dampen pollution.

Figure 7c represents the risk resulting from the combination of the two SLODs analysed
above. In the middle of the day, between 11:00 and 17:00, pedestrians are just too high
a risk because of overlapping critical conditions for both the SLODs. Such a result is
especially evident for BEs characterized by the presence of numerous commercial activities
and utilities (e.g., via Pacini, via Teodosio). It is interesting to note that high-risk values are
found where residential use is particularly dense (e.g., via Orcagna, via Pacini, via Teodosio),
especially in the evening (20:00–22:00) when most pedestrians in the BE are residents. In
this regard, the role of Table 5 is very important, which allows one to classify the buildings
present according to the classes of use and then to identify the type of users present in
an area and the respective vulnerability to age and psycho-physical characteristics. In
particular, in the case studies mentioned above, the use class E (residential) is dominant,
and this results in the presence of people of all ages, in particular in the evening and night,
and elderly people and children in the middle of the day.

Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. RMA-based risk profiles for: (a) increasing temperature risk; (b) air pollution risk; (c) com-
bination of increasing temperature and air pollution (multi-risk).

Finally, Figure 8 resumes the daily evolution of the multi-risk scenarios for morning,
afternoon, evening, and night scenarios, overlapping the cadastral maps of the selected case
studies and the risk levels obtained through the matrix. Supplementary Material Video S1
resumes a time-dependent visualization of daily variation of the risk for the multi-hazard
combinations according to the same meso-scale maps approach.

Figure 8. Meso-scale maps of multi-risk for: (a) morning scenario; (b) afternoon scenario; (c) evening
scenario; (d) night scenario.
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4. Discussion

This work provides an innovative and quick-to-apply method for defining a BE-
oriented pedestrian risk index in the context of heat waves and air pollution in urban BEs.
Its applicability has been tested thanks to some relevant BEs in the city of Milan, Italy. The
results identify main key findings about (1) the case studies application, (2) the capability
demonstration in view of risk assessment tasks for stakeholders and (3) the support of risk
mitigation strategies proposal.

Considering the case study application, the procedure identifies the risk from single-
risk and a multi-risk perspectives, demonstrating that the considered risk factors imply
a variety of risk conditions over time and meso-scale spaces. The results show that the
core hours of the day are the most at risk. In such a scenario, considering the residents’
habits assumed in this work, pedestrians can be mainly represented by the elderly, babies
and young people, thus increasing the multi-risk level since they are the most prone users’
typologies to suffer the effects of both increasing temperature and air pollution.

The morphology of the BE influences the relative effects of SLODs on the microclimate
and pedestrians. More specifically, the spatial distribution of buildings, the presence of
commercial activities and public services, the presence of green infrastructure, and the
layout and morphology of roads have a strong influence on the chosen means of transport
and the intensity of human activities, social interactions, and pedestrian behaviour. In this
sense, the results (i.e., see Section 3.3) show that Piazzale Loreto is the riskiest BE from
single- and multi-risk perspectives, and considering all the daytime, essentially because of
the total absence of shady areas and green infrastructure together with heavy traffic levels.
Via Pacini or Via Ponzio have similar traffic conditions to those in Piazzale Loreto, and they
are also affected by the presence of sensitive buildings, but the risk is lower because of the
morphological characteristics of the BE and the presence of green infrastructure.

Considering impacts on risk assessment tasks for stakeholders, the proposed methodol-
ogy has been defined to allow risk analysis quickly also by non-expert or low-trained techni-
cians (including those of local authorities such as municipalities). Stakeholders and decision
makers can follow the overall framework of Figure 1 to evaluate the current scenario and its
“hot-spots”. Although the case study of Milan has been supported by organized databases,
the method takes advantage of easy-to-collect variables using open-data and freely acces-
sible databases (online), thus also improving existing approaches [2,11,25,26,37]. In this
sense, the results seem to succeed in developing the following issues:

1. The data collected have been processed to obtain a series of synthetic criteria, easily
interpretable and adaptable to any type of urban BE, as they can be derived using
commonly used tools such as Google Maps. For example, green infrastructure can
be assessed by observing the BE using Google Street View and noting the criteria
outlined in Table 2.

2. Matrix scale assessments (RMA) enable comparing the same AS/LS or several ASs/LSs
in terms of specific features (i.e., each risk factor, and each parameter concerning vul-
nerability and exposure) and their response to SLODs (in a single and multi-risk
perspective). In this sense, the method focuses on the aspects characterizing pedes-
trian risk, as it relies on the characterization of the space where pedestrians move and
on the possible quantity of pedestrians using the BE.

3. The parameters of the method can be further explored to create scenarios that can
be analysed in more detail with simulation tools, both oriented towards pedestrian
dynamics and SLODs modelling.

4. In view of point 3, the single-risk-oriented assessment can allow decision makers
(i.e., local authorities) to understand which of the two SLODs is more impactful in
the analysed context, thus being able to address future risk-mitigation strategies.
Similarly, the multi-hazard assessment can help them to recognize which of the ASs or
LSs being analysed is the most risky and to identify the most appropriate response for
each case. Nevertheless, a full comparison of the different ASs/LSs should shift from
normalizing the exposure for each BE to normalizing the exposure for the maximum
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exposure in the BEs to be compared. In this case, the normalization of the exposure
could take advantage of the pedestrian density in the outer areas, thereby having a
single reference value for all the BE.

As noted in point 4, this work has significant implications, while considering the
support of the proposed risk mitigation strategy. In fact, the implementation of risk-
reduction strategies in the BEs can be mainly associated with a variation in the related
physical vulnerability classes (e.g., intervention on green infrastructure by introducing
green walls and/or green roofs; interventions regulating traffic levels or boosting urban
public transport) [8]. Similarly, exposure- and social-vulnerability-related interventions
could limit the critical interaction between pedestrians and risky BEs, such as rethinking
the use of sensitive buildings (e.g., such as hospitals or clinics) by also relocating them to
other BEs if possible, or regulating other attractive urban spaces (e.g., shopping centres,
shops, railway stations, etc.) to control the exposure of pedestrians. In this sense, the
proposed risk assessment method (and of the related risk indexes) can be used to simulate
future risk scenarios characterized by new specific conditions of the considered parameters.
The variation in parameters will depend on specific urban regeneration and renewal
interventions, in order to improve meso-scale risk in a long-term planning perspective.
Such analysis could also take advantage of predictive models for future trends in the
assessed SLODs in urban BEs, such as those relating to pollution and UTCI simulation
in the urban fabric. Considering all these cases, the proposed method can then be used
to assess the impact of these strategies on single and multi-risk of the BEs. To this end,
other activities could correlate single and multi-risk indexes of specific health problems for
pedestrians, in order to better transition from general tasks to specific risk assessment. In
this case, the decision makers’ support will also imply the analysis of health outcomes on
the population, thus linking a BE-oriented perspective to management and clinical analysis
that can be useful at a whole urban or regional level.

The authors are aware of limitations to the work that could be solved by future research
steps. Although the data collected for the city of Milan allowed a mesoscopic analysis of
risk conditions, future research should evaluate the main following issues to improve the
reliability of the performed analysis:

• The possibility of updating pollutant concentration and weather data through direct
detection campaigns for each case study, including microscopic hazard assessment. In
this sense, the approach proposed by this work can be also used by adopting a grid
for the urban BE representation (e.g., 5 m × 5 m; 10 m × 10 m). This means that all
the risk factors and parameters must be micro-scaled to note differences in the same
AS/LS without changing the overall methodological approach.

• The integration of in situ analysis and measurements to improve the reliability of data
on the specific scenario, or even their substitution with data collection from exclusively
open source materials (i.e., Google Maps and Streetview), which are likely available
in much of the industrialized world but that may not be so readily available in other
countries. In particular:

a. Introduce more information than the typical traffic fleet of the area analysed
(vehicle type, power type, etc.).

b. Use in situ analysis for pedestrian traffic level to improve the quantification of
possible flows over the daytime, rather than using conservative but simplified
assessment assumptions (i.e., “all the building occupants can be potential
pedestrians at each time of the day”).

c. In situ measurements to estimate actual albedo values, to consider separately
the materiality and climatic characteristics of the analysed area. The use of the
UTCI can be similar for different areas with diverse materiality and weather
conditions, but not analysing them separately hinders planning and selecting
mitigation strategies.
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• Define different priorities in the risk-assessment tasks and goals by the decay managers
who conduct different scenarios analyses using the AHP methodology. In fact, the
AHP integration in the whole framework allows one to quantitatively assess the
consistency of weights of the factors depending on the initial (e.g., literature-based)
assumptions. For instance, the multi-risk index weights can be varied depending on
the priority goals to be faced in the urban BE.

• Introduce additional social vulnerability factors rather than the sensitivity towards the
SLOD effects, to include social, economic and cultural issues affecting the individual
available resources to face ill effects of the environment.

• Introduce different exposure and social vulnerability scenarios, rather than using peak
exposure and statistics on age at the whole district level. In this sense, probabilistic
approaches could also be used to evaluate variations in the number of people in the
BEs. Since this work relies on the assessment of typical working days, future works
could apply the method to other typical scenarios to consider such as the weekend
or holiday periods, during which user habits can be very different from the working
days and business activities have different opening hours. Furthermore, these study
conditions could be influenced by the contextual conditions in which the analysis was
performed, i.e., restrictions to contain the COVID-19 pandemic that severely impacted
pedestrians’ freedom of movement.

5. Conclusions

Pedestrians in urban built environments (BEs) are increasingly at risk from SLODs,
such as air pollution and increasing temperature, also given the increasing importance that
the open spaces of the BE have acquired in the last period for social relationships. In recent
years, the exposure of pedestrians to increasing temperature and air pollution has resulted
in a general worsening of individual health conditions, especially for people of frail health.
The effectiveness of risk mitigation solutions should be defined and verified in relation to
specific scenarios in terms of morphology, environment and user-related problems. Thus,
quick but reliable methods of risk assessment methods for such scenarios from single- and
multi-risk perspectives are urgently required.

This study proposes a methodology to evaluate single- and multi-risk areal spaces
(ASs) and linear spaces (LSs) in the urban fabric due to such SLODs, using an expeditious
approach, easily available data and recognised demographic groups. The applicability and
robustness of the whole methodological framework have been demonstrated through a case
study application, highlighting its flexibility and ease of data collection and management
of exposure, vulnerability and, then, risk, through the use of a risk matrix that combines
quantitative and qualitative data. In particular, physical vulnerability was introduced
taking into account the differentiated BE response to SLODs. The exposure was calculated
according to the functional occupying density of the space of the buildings and the open
spaces present. The social vulnerability was introduced using weights based on the fragility
of certain demographic groups, and the risk was calculated using a risk matrix, combining
the results obtained previously.

Being able to define critical hazard-exposure scenarios from input data, the proposed
methodology can also be used as a support tool to define risk mitigation strategies, giv-
ing priority interventions relating to urban BE design and regeneration (e.g., using the
implementation of risk-reducing components in buildings and outdoor surfaces; using
pedestrian and traffic management strategies). Thus, this work contributes to a move
towards a more resilient, sustainable, and safe city, capable of facing future social and
environmental challenges, including the reconversion of the post-pandemic BEs to the
challenges due to climate change and air pollution.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su141811233/s1; Video S1: Meso-scale maps of daily variation of
the risk (multi-hazard combination).

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su141811233/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su141811233/s1
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